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ABSTRACT. Relativisti Positioning Systems are the best realizations of oordinate systemsoneived up to now. We propose to use the signals of milliseond pulsars as a relativistipositioning system valid in and beyond our Solar System. The analogue of a GPS reeiver ishere a radio telesope, so that suh a positioning system is heavy to use, but its interest isstrong. Its study onstitutes a simpli�ed version of the relativisti positioning system reentlyproposed as primary referene system for the Earth [1℄. A simple qualitative analysis of thislast system and its relation to the usual, onventional referene frames may be made, allowingto better understand this new lass of oordinate systems.1. POSITIONING SYSTEMSA oordinate system is a mathematial objet. A detailed protool for its physial onstru-tion in the spae-time is alled a loation system. A oordinate system may always be de�ned byits oordinate (hyper-)surfaes. Consequently, the physial objets needed to de�ne a loationsystem are nothing but those physial �elds able to desribe parameterized (hyper-)surfaes.The most interesting lass of loation systems are the positioning systems, whih allow everyevent to know immediately its own oordinates. Four soures in arbitrary motion in spae-time,broadasting parameterized light signals, onstitute the ingredients for suh positioning systems,these signals drawing ones entered on the world line of the soures, i.e., parameterized familiesof (hyper-)surfaes. The oordinates of a spae-time event are then, by de�nition, the values ofthe parameters (t1; t2; t3; t4) of the four signals, as reorded by a reeiver at the event.2. THE GALACTIC POSITIONING SYSTEMWe propose to use milliseond pulsar pulses as the light signals for a positioning systemvalid for the Solar System and its neighbours. The pulses being sequened, they need only tobe parameterized, that is, enumerated with respet to an origin.Beause of the anomalies in shape and arrival time within the average pulse period [2℄, itis possible to broadast a 'signature' of signals allowing any user to identify the origin and,333



onsequently, to �nd its proper oordinates.A Galati frame has already proposed. Its de�nition, as well as a �rst mathematial desrip-tion, may be found in http://oll. . With present-day tehnology, this loates any spae-timeevent with an auray of the order of 4 ns, i.e., of the order of one meter. This is not an ex-tremely preise oordinate system, but it is extremely stable and has a great domain of validity.

Figure 1: The anomalies in shape and arrival time of pulsar's pulses allow to identify, parame-terize and broadast the pulse hosen as origin. Then, any observer (event) in the Solar Systemmay know its own oordinates.A �rst point of interest in the analysis of the Galati positioning system based on pulsars,is its relatively simple mathematial struture, as ompared with its Earth analogue based on aonstellation of satellites.This advantage not only allows i) to make easy many alulations, but also ii) to give the�rst expliit example of Minkowskian relativisti positioning systems, iii) to interpret it as theinstantaneous asymptoti limit of the relativisti GNSS and iv) to take it as the order zero inthe gravitational �eld of more realisti models.The possibility for the Earth to share a ommon immediate and relativisti oordinate systemwith other planets and satellites would improve the preision to whih we know their positionand trajetories. Should we, one day, be able to equip spae-rafts with reeivers of pulsar signals(in fat, miniature radio telesopes), they ould ontinuously send their spae-time position tous. This would help, for instane, in better understanding the viinity of our Solar System and,in partiular, Pioneer 10/11, Galileo and Ulysses aeleration anomalies [3℄.We are grateful to Fran�ois Biraud for helping in the seletion of the four pulsars.3. REFERENCES1. B. Coll, JSR-2001, JSR-2002; also http://www.oll..2. D.R. Lorimer, Binary and Milliseond Pulsars at the New Millennium, inhttp://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2001-5.3. J.D. Anderson, M. Martin Nieto and S.G. Turyshev, A Mission to Test the Pioneer Anomaly,Int. J. Mod. Phys., D11 (2002) 1545-1552.
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